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Bijective Enumeration of 3-Factorizations of an
N-Cycle
Ekaterina Vassilieva
Abstract. This paper is dedicated to the factorizations of the symmetric
group. Introducing a new bijection for partitioned 3-cacti, we derive an el-
egant formula for the number of factorizations of a long cycle into a product
of three permutations. As the most salient aspect, our construction provides
the first purely combinatorial computation of this number.
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1. Introduction
Let SN be the symmetric group on N symbols and γN = (1 2 . . . N) be the long
cycle in SN . This paper is focused on the enumeration of the number of factoriza-
tions of γN as a product of three permutations α1, α2, α3 with a given number
of cycles n1, n2, n3. Factorizations in the symmetric group received significant
attention over the past two decades. Among the most celebrated results in the
field, Harer and Zagier in [1] enumerated the factorization of the long cycle as a
product of a permutations and a fixed point free involution. Later on, Jackson ([2])
derived a more general formula enumerating the factorizations of a permutation
into an arbitrary number of permutations with a given number of cycles. Both
works rely on character theoretical techniques and leave little room for combina-
torial interpretation. The first combinatorial proof of the Harer-Zagier formula was
given recently by Lass in [3]. In [4], Goulden and Nica developed another combi-
natorial proof relying on a direct bijection. The first combinatorial approach to
the case involving two general permutations was developed by Goupil and Schaef-
fer in [5]. Subsequently, Schaeffer and Vassilieva used a bijective method in [6] to
address the same issue. This later article relies on the direct correspondence be-
tween 2-factorizations of a permutation and graphs with black and white vertices
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embedded in surfaces called bicolored maps. Our purpose is to start with a similar
equivalence to solve the 3-factor case by means of a combinatorial development.
While at first glance the 2-factor and the 3-factor cases seem to share common
characteristics, a number of difficulties appear with the later case. As a result, a
new methodology involving a particular set of cactus trees is developed. The main
result can be stated as follows:
Theorem 1.1. The numbers M(n1, n2, n3, N) of factorizations of a long cycle γN =
(12 . . . N) into three permutations with n1, n2, n3 cycles verify:∑
n1,n2,n3≥1
M(n1, n2, n3, N)
N !2
xn11 x
n2
2 x
n3
3 =
∑
p1,p2,p3≥1
(
x1
p1
)(
x2
p2
)(
x3
p3
)
×
(
N − 1
p3 − 1
)∑
a≥0
(
N − p2
p1 − 1− a
)(
N − p3
a
)(
N − 1− a
N − p2
)
Outline of the paper and additional notations
The goal of this paper is to give a bijective proof of the result stated above.
In the following sections, we introduce the combinatorial objects used as the basis
of our construction. Then we describe the bijective mapping and prove it is indeed
one-to-one.
In what follows, we note Pn(A) (resp. OPn(A)) the set of unordered (resp.
ordered) subsets of set A containing exactly n elements.
2. Maps, Constellations and Cacti
Maps can be defined as 2−cell decompositions of an oriented surface into a finite
number of vertices (0−cells), edges (1−cells) and faces (2−cells) homeomorphic
to open discs (see [7] for more details about maps and their applications). They
are defined up to an homeomorphism of the surface that preserves its orientation,
the type of cells and incidences in the graph. A map is bicolored if the vertices
are colored black and white such that two adjacent vertices have different colors.
Bicolored maps are also known as hypermaps.
While 2-factorizations of a permutation are easily interpreted as bicolored
maps, m-factorizations (m ≥ 3) can be represented as m-constellations (see [7]).
Within a topological point of view, m-constellations are specific maps with black
and white faces such that all the black faces are m-gons and not adjacent to
each other. The degree of the white faces is a multiple of m. Often (see [8]),
constellations are supposed to be planar maps (embedded in a surface of genus 0).
In this paper we suppose that they can be embedded in a surface of any genus.
Besides, we consider only rooted constellations, i.e. constellations with a marked
edge. We assume as well that within each m-gon the m vertices are colored with
m distinct colors so that moving around the m-gons clockwise the vertex of color
i+ 1 (modulo m) follows the vertex of color i. A constellation with only one white
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face is usually called a cactus. Figure 1 shows a 3-cactus embedded in the sphere
(genus 0) and two 3-cacti embedded in a surface of genus 1.
Proposition 2.1. Rooted m-cacti with N black m-gons are in bijection with m-tuples
of permutations α1, α2, ..., αm in SN such that α1α2...αm = γN
Proof(sketch). Let C be a m-cactus with N black faces of degree m and one white
face W of degree mN (as black faces have no adjacent edges, each edge belongs to
exactly one black face as well as to the white face). We assume that the root edge
links a vertex of color 1 and a vertex of color m. Moving around the mN vertices
of W counter-clockwise starting with the vertex of color 1 of the root edge, the
various edges connecting couples of vertices of color 1 and m are traversed exactly
once. We denote Bi the black face containing the i
′th such edge met. Then, we
consider the permutations (αk)1≤k≤m in SN mapping i to j if and only if Bi and
Bj have a vertex v of color k in common and Bj follows Bi in counter-clockwise
order around v. According to the cyclic order of the vertices’ colors, the permu-
tation α1α2...αm maps i to i + 1 (modulo N) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. In other words,
α1α2...αm = γN .
Conversely, given am-tuple of permutations α1α2...αm in SN such that α1α2...αm =
γN we can define a m-cactus following the construction rules below :
• Let B1, B2, ...,BN be N m-gons whose vertices’ colors are 1, 2, ..., m in
clockwise order.
• We use the permutations αi to merge the polygons’ vertices of the same color
so that moving around a vertex v of color j counter-clockwise, Bk is following
Bl if αj(l) = k.
Then, starting from B1, follow the edges of the polygons linking the vertices of
colors 1 and m, m and m−1, ..., 2 and 1, 1 and m, etc. The edge e′ linking vertices
v′ and v” of colors i and i− 1 follows the edge e linking v of color i+ 1 and v′ if e′
follows e in counter-clockwise order around v′. As α1α2...αm = γN , we traverse all
the Bk and come back to B1. This traversal defines the edges of the unique white
face of degree Nm.
1 2
3
5 4
1
2 3
1
2
4
Figure 1. A cactus embedded in the sphere and two examples
of cacti embedded in a surface of genus 1
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Example 2.1. The cactus on the left hand side of figure 1 can be associated to the
three permutations α1 = (1)(24)(3)(5), α2 = (1)(23)(45), α3 = (15)(2)(3)(4).
Example 2.2. The cactus in the middle in figure 1 can be associated to the three
permutations α1 = (12), α2 = (12), α3 = (12). The cactus on the right hand
side corresponds to the three permutations α1 = (13)(2)(4), α2 = (14)(23), α3 =
(13)(24).
3. Partitioned Cacti and Cactus Trees
3.1. Partitioned 3-Cacti
As non recursive and non planar objects, cacti are very difficult to compute directly
and so far no direct method to enumerate general sets of cacti with given numbers
of vertices of each color has been found. To overcome this issue, we introduce a
new set of objects we named Partitioned Cacti. As shown below, there exists a
simple relation between the cardinalities of sets of partitioned cacti and sets of
traditional cacti. The point of this paper is to show that partitioned cacti can be
interpreted via a bijective mapping as cactus trees and some simple combinatorial
objects (permutations, ordered and unordered subsets of [N ]). Being planar and
recursive, cactus trees can be computed using the Lagrange theorem for implicit
functions. Formally, we have the following definition:
Definition 3.1. Let CC(p1, p2, p3, N) be the set of 5-tuples (pi1, pi2, pi3, α1, α2) such
that pi1,pi2 and pi3 are partitions of [N ] into p1, p2 and p3 blocks and α1, α2 are
permutations of SN such that each block of pi1 (resp. pi2, pi3) is the union of cycles
of α1 (resp. α2, α3 = α
−1
2 ◦ α−11 ◦ γN ) Any such 5-uple is called a partitioned
3-cactus with N triangles, p1 white, p2 black and p3 grey blocks.
Example 3.2. As an example, we add partitions pi1 = {pi(1)1 , pi(2)1 }, pi2 = {pi(1)2 , pi(2)2 },
pi3 = {pi(1)3 , pi(2)3 }, where pi(1)1 = {2, 4, 5}, pi(2)1 = {1, 3}, pi(1)2 = {1, 2, 3}, pi(2)2 =
{4, 5} pi(1)3 = {3}, pi(2)3 = {1, 2, 4, 5}, to the cactus of figure 1 in order to get the
partitioned cactus (pi1, pi2, pi3, α1, α2) ∈ CC(2, 2, 2, 5) depicted on figure 2. Similarly
to [6], we associate a particular shape to each of the blocks of the partitions.
1
5 4
2
3
Figure 2. Example of a Partitioned 3-Cactus
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Link with cacti
Partitioned 3-cacti and 3-cacti are linked through the following formula :
| CC(p1, p2, p3, N) |=
∑
ni≥pi
S(n1, p1)S(n2, p2)S(n3, p3)M(n1, n2, n3, N) (1)
where S(a, b), the Stirling number of the second kind, gives the number of parti-
tions of a set of a elements into b nonempty, unordered sets. Using
∑a
b=1 S(a, b)(x)b
= xa (see e.g [9]) where the falling factorial (x)l = x(x− 1) . . . (x− l + 1):∑
ni≥1
M(n1, n2, n3, N)x
n1
1 x
n2
2 x
n3
3 =
∑
pi≥1
| CC(p1, p2, p3, N) | (x1)p1(x2)p2(x3)p3 (2)
In order to prove our main theorem, we focus on a bijective description of parti-
tioned cacti. As stated above, our construction relies on a particular set of cactus
trees described afterwards in this section.
3.2. White, Black and Grey Traversals of a Partitioned 3-Cacti and Last Passage
We introduce the notion of white, black and grey traversals of a partitioned 3-
cacti, a critical tool for the bijection. Moving around the white face of the cactus
according to the surface orientation and starting with the white to grey edge of
the root, we define three new labelings of the triangles. We assign ”white” (resp.
”black”, ”grey”) label i (resp. j, k) to the triangle containing the i’th (resp. j’th,
k’th) edge linking a white and a grey (resp. a black and a white, a grey and a
black) vertex. This three labeling of the faces will be called respectively white,
black and grey traversal labeling.
Lemma 3.3. It can be shown that if i is the initial label of a triangle, i is as well
its white traversal label, α−13 α
−1
2 (i) and α
−1
3 (i) are respectively its black and grey
traversal labels.
Example 3.4. Figure 3 depicts these three traversals for the partitioned cactus in
example 3.2.
1 
5 4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
5 4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
5 4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Figure 3. White, black and grey traversals of a partitioned cactus
Moreover, we define for any block of pi1 (resp. pi2, pi3), a last passage white
(resp. black, grey) vertex. Let pi
(1)
1 , . . . , pi
(p1)
1 , pi
(1)
2 , . . . , pi
(p2)
2 and pi
(1)
3 , . . . , pi
(p3)
3 be
the blocks of the partitions pi1, pi2 and pi3 respectively, where the indexing of the
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blocks is subject only to the condition that 1 ∈ pi(p1)1 . The last passage white
(resp. black, grey) vertex of block pi
(i)
1 (resp. pi
(j)
2 , pi
(k)
3 ) is the one belonging to the
triangle with maximum white (resp. black, grey) traversal label. As an immediate
consequence of lemma 3.3, the (initial) indices of the triangles containing the last
passage vertex of blocks pi
(i)
1 , pi
(j)
2 and pi
(k)
3 are respectively:
max(pi
(i)
1 ), α2α3(max(α
−1
3 α
−1
2 (pi
(j)
2 ))), α3(max(α
−1
3 (pi
(k)
3 )))
In what follows, we denote by m
(i)
1 the maximal element of pi
(i)
1 (1 ≤ i ≤ p1),
by m
′(j)
2 the maximal element of the set α
−1
3 α
−1
2 (pi
(j)
2 ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ p2 (equal to
α−13 (pi
(j)
2 ) as pi2 is stable by α2)
1 and by m
(k)
3 the maximal element of α
−1
3 (pi
(k)
3 ) =
pi
(k)
3 for 1 ≤ k ≤ p3.
Example 3.5. The initial indices of the last passage vertices in example 3.2 are 3
and 5 (white blocks), 5 and 1 (black blocks), 3 and 1 (grey blocks). Figure 4 shows
how the last passage black vertex of the block represented by the circle is identified.
1 
5 4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Figure 4. Identification of the last passage vertex of a block of pi2
3.3. Cactus Trees
We focus on particular 3-colored cactus trees with two kinds of polygons: triangles
and usual edges. More specifically we consider the sets CT (p1, p2, p3, a, b, c) of
rooted cactus trees with p1 white vertices, p2 black vertices, p3 grey vertices, a
triangles rooted in a grey vertex, b triangles rooted in a white vertex, c triangles
rooted in a black vertex such that:
• the root of the cactus tree is a white vertex
• a white vertex has black descending vertices and/or descending triangles
rooted in this white vertex
• a black vertex has grey descending vertices and/or descending triangles rooted
in this black vertex
1In general m
′(j)
2 6= max(pi(j)2 )
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• a grey vertex has white descending vertices and/or descending triangles rooted
in this grey vertex
• triangles are composed of a white, a black and a grey vertex. Moving around
triangles clockwise, these vertices are following each other in the white-black-
grey-white cyclic order. As a direct consequence, triangles can be seen as
adding a ”non-tree” edge linking a vertex and the rightmost descendant of
one of its descendants. Note that edges cannot intersect triangles.
Example 3.6. Figure 5 shows an example of a cactus tree of CT (5, 4, 7, 1, 1, 2),
Figure 5. Example of a Cactus Tree
Lemma 3.7. The cardinality of the considered set of cactus trees is :
|CT | = (a(b− p3) + p2p3)
p1p2p3
(
p1 + p2 − 1− a
p1 − 1, p2 − a− b
)(
p2 + p3 − 1− b
p2 − 1, p3 − b− c
)(
p1 + p3 − 2− c
p3 − 1, p1 − 1− a− c
)
Proof – The proof is postponed until appendix 7
4. A bijective description of partitioned cacti
In this section we construct a bijective mapping ΘN,p1,p2,p3 . Let (pi1, pi2, pi3, α1, α2) ∈
CC(p1, p2, p3, N) be a partitioned 3−cactus. Then we associate to it by ΘN,p1,p2,p3
a 7-tuple (τ, S0, S1, S2, χ, σ1, σ2) composed of
• an ordered cactus tree τ ∈ CT (p1, p2, p3, a, b, c) for a given triple (a, b, c),
• unordered sets S0 ∈ Pp1−1+p2−a([N ]), S1 ∈ Pp1−1+p3−1−c([N − 1]), S2 ∈
Pp3+p2−1−b([N − 1]),
• an ordered set χ ∈ OPp3−b−c([N ]) such that S0 ∩ χ = ∅
• and permutations σ1 ∈ ΣN−p1+1−p3+c, σ2 ∈ ΣN−p2−p3+b.
The remaining of the section is devoted to detailed description of these objects
and of how each of them is obtained from initial partitioned 3−cactus.
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4.1. Cactus Tree
Labeled 3-colored tree
First we build the last passage 3-colored labeled tree T with p1 white, p2 black and
p3 grey vertices associated to the blocks of pi1, pi2 and pi3 such that white vertex
p1 associated with block pi
(p1)
1 is the root and ascendant/descendant relations are
defined by the last passage vertices as follows. Black vertex j associated to block
pi
(j)
2 is the descendants of white vertex i associated to block pi
(i)
1 if the last passage
vertex of block pi
(j)
2 belongs to the same triangle in the partitioned cactus as a
white vertex of block pi
(i)
1 . If two black vertices j1 and j2 are descendant of the
same white vertex i, then j1 is on the left of j2 if the white traversal label of the
triangle containing the last passage vertex of pi
(j1)
2 is less than the one of pi
(j2)
2 .
Similar rules apply to define the grey descendants of a black vertex and the white
descendants of a grey vertex. Figure 6 illustrates the identification of the two grey
descendants of the black vertex associated with a circle in example 3.2, as well as
their order.
1 
5 4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Figure 6. Identification of the two grey descendant of the black
vertex associated to circle shape
More formally:
• (j1, j2, . . . , js) is the ordered set of black descendants of white vertex i if
α2α3(m
′(j1)
2 ) < α2α3(m
′(j2)
2 ) < . . . < α2α3(m
′(js)
2 ) and α2α3(m
′(ju)
2 ) ∈ pi(i)1
for 1 ≤ u ≤ s.
• (k1, k2, . . . , ks) is the ordered set of grey descendants of black vertex j if
α−13 α
−1
2 α3(m
(k1)
3 ) < α
−1
3 α
−1
2 α3(m
(k2)
3 ) < . . . < α
−1
3 α
−1
2 α3(m
(ks)
3 ) and
α−13 α
−1
2 α3(m
(ku)
3 ) ∈ α−13 α−12 (pi(j)2 ) for 1 ≤ u ≤ s.
• (i1, i2, . . . , is) (iu 6= p1) is the ordered set of white descendants of grey vertex
k if α−13 (m
(i1)
1 ) < α
−1
3 (m
(i2)
1 ) < . . . < α
−1
3 (m
(is)
1 ) and α
−1
3 (m
(iu)
1 ) ∈ α−13 (pi(k)3 )
for 1 ≤ u ≤ s.
Lemma 4.1. The labeled 3-colored tree T is correctly defined.
Proof. Assume non root white vertex i1 is a descendant of grey vertex k, that is
in its turn a descendant of black vertex j. Suppose now that j is a descendant of
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white vertex i2. Following our construction rules, we have m
(i1)
1 ∈ pi(k)3 , so that
m
(i1)
1 ≤ m(k)3 . Then m(k)3 ≤ m
′(j)
2 as m
(k)
3 ∈ α−13 (pi(j)2 ) = α−13 ◦ α−12 (pi(j)2 )(pi2 is
stable by α2). Finally, as α2 ◦ α3(m
′(j)
2 ) ∈ pi(i2)1 , γ(m
′(j)
2 ) = α1 ◦ α2 ◦ α3(m
′(j)
2 ) ∈
α1(pi
(i2)
1 ) = pi
(i2)
1 and γ(m
′(j)
2 ) ≤ m(i2)1 . Two cases can occur :
• m′(j)2 6= N then γ(m
′(j)
2 ) = m
′(j)
2 + 1 ≤ m(i2)1 . As a direct consequence,
m
(i1)
1 < m
(i2)
1
• m′(j)2 = N and γ(m
′(j)
2 ) = 1 ∈ pi(i2)1 . As a direct consequence, i2 is the root
vertex.
Using a similar argument, one can show that if black vertex j1 (resp. grey vertex k1)
is on a descending branch of black vertex j2 (resp. grey vertex k2), then m
′(j1)
2 <
m
′(j2)
2 (resp. m
(k1)
3 < m
(k2)
3 ). Consequently, the white, black and grey vertices’
labels on each branch of the graph are strictly increasing and the last vertex of
the branch is always the root vertex (the block containing 1).
Cactus tree
Remove the labels from T to obtain the 3-colored ordered tree t. Next step is to
construct the 3-colored cactus tree τ . To that purpose we draw a ”non-tree” edge
between the rightmost descendant and the ascendant of a non root vertex v when-
ever the last passage vertices associated to v and its rightmost descendant belong
to the same triangle within the partitioned cactus. Clearly, this last condition can
only be verified by the rightmost descendant. Indeed, last passage vertices asso-
ciated with other descendants belong to triangles with strictly lower indices with
respect to the traversal of the color of v. This case happens for instance for the
square and circle blocks on figure 7. More formally, we have:
1 
5 4 
2 
3 
5 
5 
Figure 7. Two last passage vertices belonging to the same triangle
• a triangle rooted in a grey vertex when: α2 ◦ α3(m
′(j)
2 ) = m
(i)
1
• a triangle rooted in a white vertex when: α3(m(k)3 ) = α2α3(m
′(j)
2 )
• a triangle rooted in a black vertex when: m(i)1 = α3(m(k)3 )
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Example 4.2. Let us now apply the full procedure to example 3.2. Since m
′(1)
2 =
max {2, 3, 5} = 5 ∈ α−13 ◦ α−12 (pi(2)1 ) = {2, 5}, the black circle 1 is a descendant
of the root triangle 2. As m
(1)
3 = 3 ∈ α−13 (pi(1)2 ) = {2, 3, 5} and m(2)3 = 5 ∈
α−13 (pi
(1)
2 ) = {2, 3, 5}, the grey rhombus 1 and the grey square 2 are both descen-
dants of the black circle 1. Moreover, since α−13 ◦α−12 ◦α3(m(1)3 ) = 2 < α−13 ◦α−12 ◦
α3(m
(2)
3 ) = 5 the grey rhombus 1 is to the left of the grey square 2. The white
hexagon 1 is a descendant of the grey square 2 since m
(1)
1 = 5 ∈ pi(2)3 = {1, 2, 4, 5}
and the black pentagon 2 is in its turn a descendant of the white hexagon 1 as
m
′(2)
2 = max {1, 4} = 4 ∈ α−13 ◦ α−12 (pi(1)1 ) = {1, 3, 4}. This is how we con-
struct the tree T . Then by removing the labels and shapes from T we get the
tree t. As α−13 ◦ α−12 ◦ α3(m(2)3 ) = m
′(1)
2 = 5 we create a triangle rooted in the
root vertex of t connecting the root vertex of t with its right grey vertex and, as
α2 ◦ α3(m
′(2)
2 ) = m
(i)
1 = 5, we construct a triangle rooted in this grey vertex con-
necting it with the top black vertex of t. Finally, we obtain the cactus tree τ from
the tree t (see Figure 8).
From now to the end of this section, we will denote by a the number of
triangles rooted in grey vertices, by b the number of triangles rooted in white
vertices and by c the number of triangles rooted in black vertices.
2
1
1 2
1
2
T t τ
Figure 8. Labeled Tree T , tree t and Cactus Tree τ
4.2. Permutations, ordered and unordered subsets
Relabeled support sets
(i) Relabeling permutations.
Using a similar approach as in [6], we construct three relabeling permutations
λ1, λ2, λ3. First we consider the reverse-labelled tree T
′ resulting from the labelling
of t, based on three independant reverse-labelling procedures for white, black and
grey vertices. The root is labelled p1, the white vertices at level 4 are labeled from
right to left, beginning with p1−1, proceeding by labelling from right to left white
vertices at level 7 and all the other white levels until reaching the leftmost white
vertex at the top white level labelled by 1. We proceed in the same way to label
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black and grey vertices. Next step consists in relabeling the blocks (white, black
and grey) by using the new indices from T ′. If a white vertex is labeled i in T
and i′ in T ′, we note pii
′
1 = pi
(i)
1 . Black and grey blocks are relabeled in the similar
way. Let ωi, υj , νk be the strings given by writing the elements of pii1, α
−1
3 (pi
j
2),
pik3 in increasing order. Denote ω = ω
1 . . . ωp1 , υ = υ1 . . . υp2 , ν = ν1 . . . νp3 ,
concatenations of the strings defined above. We define λ1 ∈ ΣN by setting ω the
first line and [N ] the second line of the two-line representation of this permutation.
Similarly, we define λ2 and λ3.
(ii)Support sets
Now we define the unordered set S0 ⊂ [N ] of size | S0 |= p1 − 1 + p2 − a as
S0 = λ1({mi1, α2 ◦ α3(m
′j
2 ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ p1 − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ p2}),
the set S1 ⊂ [N ] of size | S1 |= p1 − 1 + p3 − c as
S1 = λ3({mk3 , α−13 (mi1) | 1 ≤ k ≤ p3, 1 ≤ i ≤ p1 − 1})
the set S2 ⊂ [N ] of size | S2 |= p2 + p3 − b as
S2 = λ2({m
′j
2 , α
−1
3 ◦ α−12 ◦ α3(mk3) | 1 ≤ j ≤ p2, 1 ≤ k ≤ p3})
(note that N is always in S1 and S2 as N = λ3(m
p3
3 ) = λ2(m
p2
2 ))
Example 4.3. Let us go back to our Example 4.2 and construct relabeling permu-
tations and support sets. Using a reverse labeling of trees T we can set:
pi11 = pi
(1)
1 , pi
2
1 = pi
(2)
1 , pi
1
2 = pi
(2)
2 , pi
2
2 = pi
(1)
2 , pi
1
3 = pi
(1)
3 , pi
2
3 = pi
(2)
3
Then the strings ωi, υj and νk are defined by:
ω1 = 245, ω2 = 13, υ1 = 14, υ2 = 235, ν1 = 3, ν2 = 1245
Let us construct the relabeling permutations λ1, λ2 and λ3:
λ1 =
(
2 4 5
1 2 3
∣∣∣∣ 1 34 5
)
λ2 =
(
1 4
1 2
∣∣∣∣ 2 3 53 4 5
)
λ3 =
(
3
1
∣∣∣∣ 1 2 4 52 3 4 5
)
Then relabeled support sets are defined by:
S0 = λ1({1, 5}) = {3, 4}, S1 = λ3({1, 3, 5}) = {1, 2, 5}, S2 = λ2({2, 4, 5}) = {2, 3, 5}
Relabeling permutations and support sets are pictured on figure 9.
Relabeled ordered support complement set.
We define an ordered set
χ =
(
λ1 ◦ α3(mk3), k ≤ p3 | α3(mk3) /∈ {mi1, i ≤ p1 − 1, α2 ◦ α3(m
′j
2 ), j ≤ p2}
)
of size | χ |= p3 − b− c. The relation S0 ∩ χ = ∅ is clearly verified.
Example 4.4. The support complement set χ for our previous example 4.3 is χ =
(λ1({1, 3} \ {1})) = λ1(3) = 5. It is represented on figure 9.
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Figure 9. Relabeling permutations, support sets and permutations
Permutations
We need two additional objects to end our construction. We proceed in two steps.
(i) Partial Permutations
First we define the sets E1 = [N ] \ λ1{mi1, α3(mk3) | 1 ≤ i ≤ p1 − 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ p3}
and E2 = [N ] \ λ1{α2 ◦ α3(m
′j
2 ), α3(m
k
3) | 1 ≤ j ≤ p2, 1 ≤ k ≤ p3}. We construct
partial permutations σ˜1 and σ˜2 defined respectively on E1 and E2 in the following
way :
σ˜1 : E1 −→ [N ] \ S1
u 7−→ λ3 ◦ α−13 ◦ λ−11 (u)
σ˜2 : E2 −→ [N ] \ S2
u 7−→ λ2 ◦ α−13 ◦ α−12 ◦ λ−11 (u)
(ii) Permutations
For the second step, we define the ordered set E1 with all the elements of E1
sorted in increasing order and ρ1 the labeling function which associates to each
element of E1 its position index in E1. As a direct consequence, we have ρ1(E1) =
[N −p1 + 1−p3 + c]. Similarly we define ρ2 to label the elements of E2, ρ3 to label
the elements of [N ]\S1 and ρ4 to label the elements of [N ]\S2. We can now state
the definition of permutations σ1 and σ2 as :
σ1 : [N − p1 + 1− p3 + c] −→ [N − p1 + 1− p3 + c]
u 7−→ ρ3 ◦ σ˜1 ◦ ρ−11 (u)
σ2 : [N − p2 − p3 + b] −→ [N − p2 − p3 + b]
u 7−→ ρ4 ◦ σ˜2 ◦ ρ−12 (u)
Example 4.5. Let us continue the previous Example 4.4. The sets E1 and E2 are
equal to E1 = [4] \ {1, 3} = {2, 4}, E2 = [4] \ {1, 3} = {2, 4}. Then the partial
permutations σ˜1 and σ˜2 and the permutations σ1 and σ2 (see figure 9) are:
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σ˜1 =
(
1 2
3 4
)
σ˜2 =
(
1 2
5 4
)
σ1 =
(
1 2
1 2
)
σ2 =
(
1 2
2 1
)
5. Derivation of the main formula
Let I(p1, p2, p3, N) be the set of 7-uple as defined in the previous section. We have:
I(p1, p2, p3, N) = {(τ, S0, S1, S2, χ, σ1, σ2) ∈⋃
a,b,c≥0
{CT (p1, p2, p3, a, b, c)× Pp1−1+p2−a([N ])
×Pp1−1+p3−1−c([N − 1])× Pp3+p2−1−b([N − 1])
×OPp3−b−c([N ])× ΣN−p1+1−p3+c × ΣN−p2−p3+b | S0 ∩ χ = ∅}
We prove our main theorem by showing :
Theorem 5.1. The mapping Θ defined by:
CC(p1, p2, p3, N) −→ I(p1, p2, p3, N)
(pi1, pi2, pi3, α1, α2) 7−→ (τ, S0, S1, S2, χ, σ1, σ2)
is actually a bijection.
The proof of this theorem is detailed in the next section. Theorem 1.1 is a
direct consequence of theorem 5.1. Indeed, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2. The cardinality of the image set of Θ verifies:
| I(p1, p2, p3, N) |= N !
2
p1!p2!p3!
(
N − 1
p3 − 1
)∑
a≥0
(
N − p2
p1 − 1− a
)(
N − p3
a
)(
N − 1− a
N − p2
)
(3)
Proof – Cardinality of CT (p1, p2, p3, a, b, c) has already been stated in lemma 3.7.
The numbers of ways to choose the unordered subsets S0, S1 and S2, are defined
by binomial coefficients(
N
p1 − 1 + p2 − a
)
,
(
N − 1
p1 − 1 + p3 − 1− c
)
,
(
N − 1
p3 + p2 − 1− b
)
(respectively). Then, since S0 ∩χ = ∅, the number of ways to choose χ is equal to(
N − p1 + 1− p2 + a
p3 − b− c
)
(p3 − b− c)!
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The number of permutations σ1, σ2 is equal to (N−p1+1−p3+c)!, (N−p2−p3+b)!
Combining everything and summing over (a, b, c) gives:
| I(p1, p2, p3, N) | =
∑
a,b,c≥0
(a(b− p3) + p2p3)
p1p2p3
(
p1 + p2 − 1− a
p1 − 1, p2 − a− b
)(
p2 + p3 − 1− b
p2 − 1, p3 − b− c
)
×
(
p1 + p3 − 2− c
p3 − 1, p1 − 1− a− c
)(
N
p1 − 1 + p2 − a
)(
N − 1
p1 − 1 + p3 − 1− c
)
×
(
N − 1
p3 + p2 − 1− b
)(
N − p1 + 1− p2 + a
p3 − b− c
)
(p3 − b− c)!
× (N − p1 + 1− p3 + c)!(N − p2 − p3 + b)! (4)
Equation (4) leaves room for a lot of simplifications on the binomial coefficients:
| I(p1, p2, p3, N) | = (N − 1)!
2
p1!p2!p3!
∑
a,b,c≥0
(a(b− p3) + p2p3)
×
(
N
a, b, c, p1 − 1− a− c, p2 − a− b, p3 − b− c
)
(5)
where the last element on the right hand side of the equation is a multinomial
coefficient. The computation is conducted to the final result by arranging properly
the terms depending on b and c, and summing over these two parameters with the
help of Vandermonde’s convolution.
Remark 5.3. The formula above can be symmetrized by noticing that a(b − p3) +
p2p3 = ab+ (p2− a− b)(p3− b− c) + bp3 + b(p2− a− b) + c(p2− a− b) and doing:∑
a,b,c
ab
(
N
a, b, c, p1 − 1− a− c, p2 − a− b, p3 − b− c
)
=
∑
a,b,c
aN
(
N − 1
a, b− 1, c, p1 − 1− a− c, p2 − a− b, p3 − b− c
)
=
∑
a,b,c
aN
(
N − 1
a, b, c, p1 − 1− a− c, p2 − a− b− 1, p3 − b− 1− c
)
Furthermore:∑
a,b,c
[(p2 − a− b)(p3 − b− c) + bp3 + b(p2 − a− b) + c(p2 − a− b)]
×
(
N
a, b, c, p1 − 1− a− c, p2 − a− b, p3 − b− c
)
=
∑
a,b,c
N(N − a)
(
N − 1
a, b, c, p1 − 1− a− c, p2 − 1− a− b, p3 − 1− b− c
)
Putting everything together, we have:
|I| = N !
2
p1!p2!p3!
∑
a,b,c≥0
(
N − 1
a, b, c, p1 − 1− a− c, p2 − 1− a− b, p3 − 1− b− c
)
(6)
This symmetric version is a direct consequence of Jackson’s formula in [2].
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τ 
€ 
S0 = 1,4{ }
S1 = 2,3{ }
S2 = 1,2,3{ }
χ = 2,3( )
σ1 =
1
1
⎛ 
⎝ 
⎜ 
⎞ 
⎠ 
⎟ 
σ 2 = ( )
Figure 10. Example of a cactus tree, sets and permutations
6. Proof of the bijection
Injectivity
For the first step of the proof we focus on injectivity of Θ. Let (τ, S0, S1, S2, χ, σ1, σ2)
be the image by Θ of (pi1, pi2, pi3, α1, α2) ∈ CC(p1, p2, p3, N). Our aim is to show
that (pi1, pi2, pi3, α1, α2) is uniquely determined by (τ, S0, S1, S2, χ, σ1, σ2). We pro-
ceed in the following way.
First we note that S0 and τ determines λ1({mi1, α2 ◦α3(m
′j
2 ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ p1− 1, 1 ≤
j ≤ p2}) since S0 gives the set of values of all these elements (by construction) and
τ gives the relations of order on them (including equalities). Indeed, according to
the construction of τ and λ1, the λ1(m
l
1)’s are sorted in increasing order with re-
spect to the reverse label order in τ , the λ1(α2◦α3(m′l2 ))’s associated with black ver-
tices descending from the same white vertex are sorted in increasing order from left
to right. Assume the j′th black vertex in the reverse labeling of τ is the descendant
of the i′th white vertex. Necessarily λ1(α2 ◦ α3(m
′j
2 )) ∈ λ1(pii1). As a consequence
we have one of the following three cases: λ1(α2 ◦ α3(m
′j
2 )) > λ1(m
l
1), if l < i,
λ1(α2 ◦ α3(m
′j
2 )) < λ1(m
l
1) if i < l or λ1(α2 ◦ α3(m
′j
2 )) = λ1(m
i
1) if the j
′th black
vertex and the i′th white vertex belong to the same triangle rooted in grey vertex.
Similarly the sets λ3({mk3 , α−13 (mi1) | 1 ≤ k ≤ p3, 1 ≤ i ≤ p1 − 1}) and
λ2({m
′j
2 , α
−1
3 ◦ α−12 ◦ α3(mk3) | 1 ≤ j ≤ p2, 1 ≤ k ≤ p3}) are uniquely determined.
Looking at the triangles rooted in a white or a black vertex within τ we can
determine {λ1(α3(mk3)) | λ1(α3(mk3)) ∈ S0}. The complementary ordered set χ
uniquely determines the {λ1(α3(mk3)) | λ1(α3(mk3)) /∈ S0}.
Example 6.1. Assume (τ, S0, S1, S2, χ, σ1, σ2) is given by figure 10. Following the
construction rules stated above, we have necessarily:
(i) 1 = λ1((α2 ◦ α3(m′12 )) = λ1(m11) since the first black and first white vertices
of the cactus tree belong to the same triangle and 1 is the smallest in S0
(ii) λ1((α2 ◦ α3(m′22 )) = 4
(iii) λ3(m
1
3) = 2, λ3(α
−1
3 (m
1
1)) = 3 and λ3(m
2
3) = 4
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(iv) λ2(α
−1
3 ◦ α−12 ◦ α3(m13)) = 1, λ2(m
′1
2 ) = 2, λ2(α
−1
3 ◦ α−12 ◦ α3(m23)) = 3 and
λ2(m
′2
2 ) = 4
(v) λ1(α3(m
1
3)) = 2, λ1(α3(m
2
3)) = 3
The following step is to notice that elements reconstructed so far uniquely
determine the supports of the partial permutations σ˜1 and σ˜2 and the partial
permutations themselves. Then we define extensions σ1 = λ3 ◦ α−13 ◦ λ−11 and
σ2 = λ2 ◦α−13 ◦α−12 ◦λ−11 of σ˜1 and σ˜2 on the whole set [N ] by setting σ1(i) = σ˜1(i)
if i belongs to the support of σ˜1, and λ3(m
k
3) = σ1(λ1(α3(m
k
3))) or λ3(α
−1
3 (m
i
1)) =
σ1(λ1(m
i
1)) otherwise (we have a similar construction for σ2). Now the partition
λ1(pi1) is uniquely determined as well since λ1(pi
1
1) = [λ1(m
1
1)], λ1(pi
i
1) = [λ1(m
i
1)]\
[λ1(m
i−1
1 )] for 2 ≤ i ≤ p1. Similar reconstruction applies to λ2(α−13 pi2) and λ3(pi3).
By applying σ1
−1 (resp. σ2−1) to λ3(pi3) (resp. λ2(α−13 pi2)) we determine uniquely
λ1(pi3) (resp. λ1(pi2)).
Example 6.2. Following example 6.1, we find that the domain of σ˜1 is [4]\{1, 2, 3} =
{4}. Its range is [3] \ {2, 3} = {1}. The construction of σ1 and σ2 yields:
σ1 =
(
1 2 3 4
3 2 4 1
)
σ2 =
(
1 2 3 4
2 1 3 4
)
As a next step, we have:
λ1(pi1) = {{1}; {2, 3, 4}}, λ3(pi3) = {{1, 2}; {3, 4}}, λ1(pi3) = {{2, 4}; {1, 3}}
λ2(α
−1
3 pi2) = {{1, 2}; {3, 4}}, λ1(pi2) = {{1, 2}; {3, 4}}
Figure 11 depicts the resulting partitioned cactus.
3
Figure 11. The reconstructed partitioned cactus
Then we show by induction that the relabeling permutations λ1, λ2, λ3 are
uniquely determined. The element λ1(1) is uniquely determined as the minimum
element of λ1(pi
p1
1 ). Assume that λ1(l), λ2(l− 1) and λ3(l− 1) have been uniquely
determined for l = 1 . . . i for a given i < N . As λ3 is an increasing function on
the blocks of pi3, the element λ3(i) is necessarily the minimal (not yet attributed
within the procedure) element of λ3(pi
ki
3 ), where ki is the index of the grey block
such that λ1(i) ∈ λ1(piki3 ). Hence λ3(i) is uniquely determined. We proceed by
computing λ1(α3(i)) = σ
−1
1 (λ3(i)). Then we identify λ2(i) as being the minimal
(not yet attributed within the procedure) element of λ2(α
−1
3 (pi
ji
2 )) where ji is the
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index of the black block such that λ1(α3(i)) ∈ λ1(piji2 ). We compute λ1(α2α3(i)) =
σ−12 (λ2(i)). Then we identify λ1(i + 1) as being the minimal (not yet attributed
within the procedure) element of λ1((pi
li
1 )) where li is the index of the white block
such that λ1(α2α3(i)) ∈ λ1(pili1 ). (For pi1 is stable by α1, the element i + 1 =
α1α2α3(i) belongs to the same white block as α2α3(i) and λ1(i + 1) is uniquely
determined.) Finally, λ2(N) and λ3(N) are uniquely determined.
Example 6.3. Proceeding with our example, we find that the smallest integer of
λ1(pi
2
1) is equal 2 and as a consequence λ1(1) = 2. As 2 belongs to λ1(pi
1
3) and
the smallest (not yet attributed) element of λ3(pi
1
3) is 1, we have λ3(1) = 1. Then,
λ1(α
1
3(1)) = σ
−1
1 (1) = 4 and looking at λ1(pi2), we get λ2(1) = 3. We compute
λ1(α2α3(1)) = σ
−1
2 (λ2(1)) = 3. The minimal not yet attributed element of the
block of λ1(pi1) containing 2 is equal to 3. As a result we obtain λ1(2) = 3. The
full reconstruction yields λ1 = 2341, λ3 = 1324, λ2 = 3124.
As a direct consequence, the partitioned cactus is uniquely determined since
pi1 = λ
−1
1 (λ1(pi1)), pi2 = λ
−1
1 ◦ σ2−1(λ2(α−13 (pi2))), pi3 = λ−11 ◦ σ1−1(λ3(pi3))
α1 = γN ◦ λ−12 ◦ σ2 ◦ λ1, α2 = λ−11 ◦ σ2−1 ◦ λ2 ◦ λ−13 ◦ σ1 ◦ λ1
Example 6.4. We have pi1 = {{4}; {1, 2, 3}}, pi2 = {{1, 4}; {2, 3}}, pi3 = {{1, 3}; {2,
4}} and α1 = (1 3)(2)(4), α2 = (1 4)(2 3)
Surjectivity
The final step of this proof is to show that Θ(p1, p2, p3, N) is a surjection. Let
(τ, S0, S1, S2, χ, σ1, σ2) be any 7-uple of I(p1, p2, p3, N). Provided that S0 ∩ χ = ∅
we can always define the partitions λ1(pi1), λ2(α
−1
3 (pi2)) and λ3(pi3) and the per-
mutations σ1 and σ2 according to the reconstruction procedure we pointed out
in the previous subsection. As a direct consequence, we can always define λ1(pi2)
and λ1(pi3) using that λ1(pi2) = σ2
−1(λ2(α−13 (pi2))) and λ1(pi3) = σ1
−1(λ3(pi3)).
To prove surjectivity of Θ we need to show that the iterative reconstruction of λ1,
λ2, λ3 defined in the injectivity proof can always be fulfilled and always gives valid
objects as an output. The main difficulty lies in the boundary condition. First of all
let us remark that we can always define λ1(1) as the minimal element of λ1(pi
p1
1 ).
Suppose now that we were able to reconstruct λ1(l) for l = 1 . . . h with h < N , as
well as λ2(l) and λ3(l) for l = 1 . . . h−1. We would not be able to reconstruct λ3(h)
if and only if all the elements of λ3(pi
kh
3 ) such that λ1(h) ∈ λ1(pikh3 ) have already
been allocated during the procedure. Clearly it would mean that | λ1(pikh3 ) | +1
different elements would belong to the set λ1(pi
kh
3 ) that is an obvious contradiction.
The impossibility of reconstructing λ2(h) would be equivalent to the fact that all
the elements of λ2(pi
jh
2 ) with σ1
−1(λ3(h)) ∈ λ1(pijh2 ) have already been allocated.
Since σ1 is a bijection, this leads to a similar contradiction. Same argument ap-
plies to reconstruction of λ1(h + 1) if σ2
−1(λ2(h)) ∈ λ1(piih+11 ) with ih+1 6= p1. If
σ2
−1(λ2(h)) ∈ λ1(pip11 ) we can only tell that | λ1(pip11 ) | different integers belongs
to λ1(pi
p1
1 ) since λ1(1) was not constructed in the same way as the other λ1(l).
However according to our construction, if the black vertex in τ corresponding to
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a given block piu2 is the direct descendant of the white vertex associated with pi
v
1
then σ2
−1(λ2(m
′u
2 )) ∈ λ1(piv1). Hence, if all the elements of λ1(piv1) have been used
for the reconstruction process, the maximum elements (and therefore all the ele-
ments) of all the blocks λ2(α
−1
3 (pi
u
2 )) corresponding to descending vertices of the
white vertex associated with λ1(pi
v
1) have been used during this process. Similarly
we can show that for any vertex of any color, if all of the elements of the corre-
sponding block have been used during the reconstruction process, all the elements
of the block corresponding to descending vertices have been used for the recon-
struction process. Since pip11 is associated with the root of the cactus tree τ , if all
the elements of λ1(pi
p1
1 ) have been used for the reconstruction process, it means
that all the elements of all the blocks have been used as well. As a conclusion we
state that the reconstruction process came to its expected end and h = N which
is a contradiction with our hypothesis.
For the final step, let us show that the reconstructed objects are valid 5-tuples
of CC(p1, p2, p3, N), i.e. that the stability conditions of the partitions by the
permutation are respected. If we have l ∈ pii1, then according to our procedure
λ−11 ◦σ2−1◦λ2(l−1) ∈ pii1 for l ≥ 2. Besides, we showed that λ−11 ◦σ2−1◦λ2(N) ∈ pip11
with 1 ∈ pip11 . Hence, for all l, elements l and λ−11 ◦ σ2−1 ◦ λ2γ−1N (l) belong to the
same block of pi1 and pi1 is stable by α
−1
1 or, equivalently, by α1. Similarly, if
λ2(l) ∈ λ2(α−13 (pij2)), i.e. λ−11 ◦ σ2−1 ◦ λ2(l) ∈ λ−11 ◦ σ2−1(λ2(α−13 (pij2))) = pij2, then
λ−11 ◦ σ1−1(λ3(l)) ∈ λ−1 ◦ σ2−1 ◦ λ2(α−13 (pij2)) = pij2. As a result, pi2 is stable by
α2 = λ
−1
1 ◦ σ2−1 ◦ λ2 ◦ λ−13 ◦ σ1 ◦ λ1. Trivially, pi3 is stable by α3 = α−12 ◦α−11 ◦ γN
since α−12 ◦ α−11 ◦ γN (pi3) = λ−11 ◦ σ1−1(λ3(pi3)) = pi3 according to our definition.
7. Appendix : cardinality of the sets of cactus trees
Enumeration of cactus trees can be easily performed as they are recursive objects
and can be decomposed in (i) the white root, (ii) the cactus trees rooted in a black
vertex descending from the root, (iii) a triple composed of a black rooted cactus
tree, a grey rooted cactus tree, a triangle for each triangle descending from the
root, (iv) the positions of the triangles in the descendant list. As an example the
cactus tree in figure 5 is decomposed on figure 12.
  ,      , 
Figure 12. Decomposition of the cactus tree in example 3.6
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Let W be the generating function of the white rooted cactus trees. We have:
W =
∑
p1,p2,p3,a,b,c
CT (p1, p2, p3, a, b, c)x
p1
1 x
p2
2 x
p3
3 y
a
1y
b
2y
c
3 (7)
Similarly we define, B (resp. G), the generating function of the black rooted cac-
tus trees (resp. grey rooted). Finally, we denote T1 (resp. T2, T3) the generating
function of a grey rooted triangle (resp. white, black). Obviously Ti = yi and using
the previous decomposition, we have :
W = x1
∑
k≥0
∑
0≤j≤k
∑
i
Bk−j(BGT2)j
where i is an integer vector indicating the positions of the j triangles among the
k descendants from the root. Going ahead gives:
W = x1
∑
k≥0
Bk
∑
0≤j≤k
(
k
j
)
(GT2)
j =
x1
1−B(1 +GT2) = x1.Φ1(W,B,G, T1, T2, T3)
Similarly,
B =
x2
1−G(1 +WT3) = x2.Φ2(W,B,G, T1, T2, T3)
G =
x3
1−W (1 +BT1) = x3.Φ3(W,B,G, T1, T2, T3)
As a direct consequence, the generating functions W,B,G, T1, T2, T3 are solutions
of a functional equation of the type (W,B,G, T1, T2, T3) = x.Φ(W,B,G, T1, T2, T3),
where x = (x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3) and Φ = (Φi)1≤i≤6 with (Φi) = 1 for 4 ≤ i ≤ 6.
Using the multivariate Lagrange formula for monomials (see [10]), we find:
CT (p1, p2, p3, a, b, c) =
∑
{µij}
|| δijkj − µij ||
p1p2p3abc
∏
1≤i≤6
[Wµi1Bµi2Gµi3T
µi4
1 T
µi5
2 T
µi6
3 ]Φ
ki
i (8)
where (k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6) = (p1, p2, p3, a, b, c) and the sum is over all 6×6 integer
matrices {µij} such that
• µ11 = µ14 = µ16 = µ22 = µ24 = µ25 = µ33 = µ35 = µ36 = 0 = µij for i ≥ 4
• µ21 +µ31 = p1− 1, µ12 +µ32 = p2, µ13 +µ23 = p3, µ34 = a, µ15 = b, µ26 = c
Looking for zero contribution terms in expression (8), we notice that G and T2
have necessarily the same degree in the formal power series expansion of Φ1 (see
equation (8)). Hence, a non zero contribution of [Wµ11Bµ12Gµ13Tµ141 T
µ15
2 T
µ16
3 ]Φ
k1
1
implies µ13 = µ15 = b. Similar remarks gives non zero contributions only for
µ21 = c and µ32 = a. As a result only one matrix µ yields a non zero contribution.
For this particular µ, || δijkj − µij ||= abc(p2p3 − (p3 − b)a). Then notice that :
Φp11 =
∑
u
(
p1 − 1 + u
u
)
(B(1 +GT2))
u =
∑
u,v
(
p1 − 1 + u
u
)
Bu
(
u
v
)
(GT2)
v
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As a result, the coefficient in Wµ11Bµ12Gµ13Tµ141 T
µ15
2 T
µ16
3 is equal to(
p1 + p2 − 1− a
p1 − 1, p2 − a− b
)
. Using the same argument we have :
[Wµ21Bµ22Gµ23Tµ241 T
µ25
2 T
µ26
3 ]Φ
p2
2 =
(
p2 + p3 − 1− b
p2 − 1, p3 − b− c
)
[Wµ31Bµ32Gµ33Tµ341 T
µ35
2 T
µ36
3 ] Φ
p3
3 =
(
p1 + p3 − 2− c
p3 − 1, p1 − 1− a− c
)
Putting everything together yields the desired result.
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